AMB Exterior Country Day Field Cicadas Busy 01 D50 SBPBBB_01_01.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Country Day Field Cicadas Busy 02 D50 SBPBBB_01_02.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Country Day Field Cicadas Busy Faint Bird In Background D50 SBPBBB_01_03.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Country Day Field Cicadas Insect Buzz Faint Birds 01 AT835ST SBPBBB_01_04.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Country Day Field Cicadas Insect Buzz Faint Birds 02 AT835ST SBPBBB_01_05.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Country Day Field Cicadas Insect Buzz Faint Birds 03 AT835ST SBPBBB_01_06.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Morning Birdsong Busy Chirping And Tweeting 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_07.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Morning Birdsong Busy Robins Tweeting Distinct MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_08.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Morning Birdsong Busy Robins Tweeting MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_09.wav
AMBIENT Exterior Morning Birdsong Distinct MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_10.wav
ANIMAL Bat Squeaks And Chirps 01 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_11.wav
ANIMAL Bat Squeaks And Chirps 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_12.wav
ANIMAL Bird Dark Eyed Junco Chirping MKH416 SBBB_01_25.wav
ANIMAL Bird Dark Eyed Junco Chirping 01 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_26.wav
ANIMAL Bird Dark Eyed Junco Jumps At Window Glass Wing Flaps 10x MKH416 SBPBBB_01_27.wav
ANIMAL Bird Geese Fly Overhead Distant MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_28.wav
ANIMAL Bird Hummingbird Wing Flaps Flight 01 PCM-D1 SBPBBB_01_29.wav
ANIMAL Bird Hummingbird Wing Flaps Flight 02 PCM-D1 SBPBBB_01_30.wav
ANIMAL Bird Hummingbird Wing Flaps Flight 03 PCM-D1 SBPBBB_01_31.wav
ANIMAL Bird Hummingbird Wing Flaps Flight 04 PCM-D1 SBPBBB_01_32.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls With Robins MKH416 SBPBBB_01_33.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_34.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_35.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_36.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_37.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_38.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_39.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_40.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_41.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_42.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_43.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_44.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_45.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_46.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_47.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_48.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_49.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_50.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_51.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_52.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_53.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_54.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_55.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_56.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_57.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_58.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_59.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_60.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_61.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_62.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_63.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_64.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_65.wav
ANIMAL Bird Ravens Squawk Alarm Calls 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_66.wav
ANIMAL Animal Bird Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 01 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_95.wav
ANIMAL Animal Bird Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_96.wav
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ANIMAL Bird Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_97.wav
ANIMAL Bird Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 03 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_98.wav
ANIMAL Bird Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 04 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_99.wav
ANIMAL Bird Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 05 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_100.wav
ANIMAL Chicken Clucking 01 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_18.wav
ANIMAL Chicken Clucking 02 MKH416 SBPBBB_01_19.wav
ANIMAL Chicken Clubs Inside Barn Group Chickens Move Flaps MKH416 SBPBBB_01_20.wav
ANIMAL Chicken Clubs Inside Barn Single Hen CSS5 SBPBBB_01_21.wav
ANIMAL Chicken Clubs Outside Cage Single Hen MKH416 SBPBBB_01_22.wav
ANIMAL Chicken Rooster Crowing Calls Multiple Perspectives MKH416 SBPBBB_01_23.wav
ANIMAL Cricket Single Cricket Chirping 02 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_82.wav
ANIMAL Cricket Single Cricket Chirping 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_81.wav
ANIMAL Cicada And Cricket At Night In Bushes 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_73.wav
ANIMAL Cicada And Cricket At Night In Bushes 02 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_74.wav
ANIMAL Cicada And Cricket At Night In Bushes 03 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_75.wav
ANIMAL Cicada And Cricket At Night In Bushes 04 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_76.wav
ANIMAL Cicada And Cricket At Night In Bushes 05 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_77.wav
ANIMAL Cicada And Cricket At Night In Bushes 06 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_78.wav
ANIMAL Cicada And Cricket At Night In Bushes 07 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_79.wav
ANIMAL Beetle Bug Wing Flaps Flight Scurry Movement MKH416 SBPBBB_01_80.wav
ANIMAL Single Cricket Chirping 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_81.wav
ANIMAL Single Cricket Chirping 02 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_82.wav
ANIMAL Fly Swarm Frantic Buzzing 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_83.wav
ANIMAL Fly Swarm Frantic Buzzing 02 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_84.wav
ANIMAL Fly Swarm Frantic Buzzing 03 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_85.wav
ANIMAL Fly Swarm Frantic Buzzing 04 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_86.wav
ANIMAL Fly Swarm Frantic Buzzing 05 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_87.wav
ANIMAL Moth Wing Flaps Large Fast Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_88.wav
ANIMAL Moth Wing Flaps Large Fast Patter 02 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_89.wav
ANIMAL Moth Wing Flaps Large Medium Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_90.wav
ANIMAL Moth Wing Flaps Large Medium Patter 02 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_91.wav
ANIMAL Moth Wing Flaps Large Soft Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_92.wav
ANIMAL Moth Wing Flaps Small Fast Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_93.wav
ANIMAL Stink Bug Buzz Flight Wings 7x MKH416 SBPBBB_01_94.wav

Animal, Bird: Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 02 MKH416 00:30.7 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Bird: Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 03 MKH416 00:19.2 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Bird: Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 04 MKH416 00:41.0 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Bird: Wren Feeding Baby Chicks 05 MKH416 00:12.7 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Chicken: Clucking 01 MKH416 00:27.6 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Chicken: Clucking 02 MKH416 00:16.6 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Chicken: Clucks Inside Barn Group Chickens Move Flaps MKH416 00:47.9 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Chicken: Clucks Inside Barn Single Hen CSS5 00:51.7 Sanken CSS-5
Animal, Chicken: Clucks Outside Cage Single Hen MKH416 00:19.1 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Chicken: Rooster Crowing Calls Multiple Perspectives MKH416 00:31.0 Sennheiser MKH-416
Animal, Chicken: Wing Flaps And Clucks 2x PCM1 SBPBBB_01_24.wav 00:06.3 Sony PCM-D1
Insect, Bee: Buzz Close Up 01 MKH8040 01:26.8 Sennheiser MKH-8040
Insect, Bee: Buzz Close Up 02 MKH8040 00:27.8 Sennheiser MKH-8040
Insect, Bee: Buzz Close Up 03 MKH8040 01:09.3 Sennheiser MKH-8040
Insect, Bee: Buzz Close Up 04 MKH8040 00:41.7 Sennheiser MKH-8040
Insect, Bee: Buzz Flight Steady Long MKH416 00:15.7 Sennheiser MKH-416
Insect, Bee: Buzz Short Passes And Landings MKH416 00:43.2 Sennheiser MKH-416
Insect, Cicada: And Cricket At Night In Bushes 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_73.wav 01:15.6 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Cicada: And Cricket At Night In Bushes 02 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_74.wav 01:04.9 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Cicada: And Cricket At Night In Bushes 03 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_75.wav 00:57.7 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Cicada: And Cricket At Night In Bushes 04 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_76.wav 00:29.5 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Cicada: And Cricket At Night In Bushes 05 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_77.wav 00:19.8 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Cicada: And Cricket At Night In Bushes 06 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_78.wav 00:17.2 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Cicada: And Cricket At Night In Bushes 07 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_79.wav 00:39.5 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Beetle Bug: Wing Flaps Flight Scurry Movement MKH416 SBPBBB_01_80.wav 00:53.2 Sennheiser MKH-416
Insect, Cricket: Single Cricket Chirping 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_81.wav 00:48.5 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Cricket: Single Cricket Chirping 02 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_82.wav 01:51.2 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Fly Swarm: Frantic Buzzing 01 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_83.wav 00:44.0 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Fly Swarm: Frantic Buzzing 02 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_84.wav 00:43.8 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Fly Swarm: Frantic Buzzing 03 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_85.wav 00:46.9 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Fly Swarm: Frantic Buzzing 04 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_86.wav 00:34.6 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Fly Swarm: Frantic Buzzing 05 MKH8040ST SBPBBB_01_87.wav 00:50.5 Sennheiser MKH-8040ST
Insect, Moth Wing Flaps Large Fast Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_88.wav 00:37.5 Sennheiser MKH-8060
Insect, Moth Wing Flaps Large Medium Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_89.wav 00:14.1 Sennheiser MKH-8060
Insect, Moth Wing Flaps Large Medium Patter 02 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_90.wav 00:16.3 Sennheiser MKH-8060
Insect, Moth Wing Flaps Large Soft Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_92.wav 00:10.4 Sennheiser MKH-8060
Insect, Moth Wing Flaps Small Fast Patter 01 MKH8060 SBPBBB_01_93.wav 00:23.2 Sennheiser MKH-8060
Insect, Stink Bug: Buzz Flight Wings 7x MKH416 SBPBBB_01_94.wav 00:13.7 Sennheiser MKH-416
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